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This paper answers the question: how does a new dynamic capability mature over time
through the integration of operational capabilities?
Using a process approach, this study reveals the role of socio- (group interactions) cognitive
(perceptions and interpretations) elements via an interactive learning process.
Capability maturation is a multi-stage process that unfolds across different organizational
levels and encounters a series of conflicts that affect capability maturation.
The study produces insights into how the conflicts arose, why they arose, and how the
resolution of these conflicts affected the maturing of the dynamic synchronization
capability.
This paper contributes to knowledge through its focus on the maturation of a capability
rather than the emergence of a new capability.

A PROCESS MODEL OF THE MATURATION OF A NEW DYNAMIC CAPABILITY
Abstract
The literature on dynamic capabilities highlights their importance for gaining competitive
advantage. However, existing research fails to explain how a new capability matures into a source
of such an advantage. This study addresses this question using a process approach. It examines how
this maturation process occurs and develops within a firm to a point where a new dynamic
capability becomes institutionalized in an organization. Taking the case of a dynamic
synchronization capability, one that enables a firm to coordinate dual innovation strategies, and that
matures through the integration of operational sourcing capabilities, our study highlights the role of
socio (group interactions) and cognitive (perceptions and interpretations) elements via an interactive
learning in this process. The case shows that this process is multi-stage, unfolding across different
organizational levels and encounters a series of conflicts that act as triggers for capability
maturation. This paper contributes to the literature by focusing on the maturation of a capability
rather than the emergence of a new capability, which has dominated prior research.

Keywords: Dynamic Capabilities, Development Process, Capability Maturation, Synchronization,
Sourcing, Operational Capabilities.
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1. Introduction
Dynamic capabilities enable organizations to conceive, develop, and successfully commercialize
new product (Helfat & Peteraf, 2015; Ma, Zhou, & Fan, 2015; Michailova & Zhan, 2015; Slater,
Mohr, & Sengupta, 2014; Schilke, 2014; Schilke, Hu & Helfat, 2017), that ensure profitability and
growth. Recent conceptualizations of these capabilities focus on their content, properties, and
organization-wide influence (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000; Helfat et al., 2007, 2015; Schilke, 2014;
Wilden & Gudergan, 2015; Zahra, Sapienza & Davidsson, 2006). However, with a few exceptions
(e.g., Gavetti & Levinthal, 2000; Newey & Zahra, 2009; Verona & Ravasi, 2003; Zollo & Winter,
2002), researchers have rarely directly examined how operational capabilities evolve into dynamic
capabilities and how such dynamic capabilities then mature to provide their often-lauded
competitive advantages. To ignore this maturation process is to assume that capabilities develop
either automatically, by mere extension or repetition of processes associated with their emergence,
or luck. The maturation process to which we refer is that by which dynamic capabilities emerge and
evolve from the integration of operational capabilities and mature into institutionalized,
organizational-wide dynamic capabilities. The extant literature has focused almost exclusively on
capability emergence, ignoring almost entirely the problem of its maturation. Consequently, this
paper answers the question: how does a new dynamic capability mature over time through the
integration of operational capabilities?
As levels of environmental dynamism increase, firms must innovate in developing,
designing, sourcing and marketing new products or product revisions at various speeds. The need
for synchronization to ensure that different activities occur at the same time rises when firms
compete in two different differently-paced market environments with different requirements for
innovation (e.g., Barreto, 2010; Henderson & Clark, 1990; Slater et al., 2014; Tushman & O’Reilly,
1996). We propose that firms pursuing dual product innovation strategies need to establish a
specific type of capability: a dynamic synchronization capability (DSC). Advancing theory on how
firms establish and mature such a dynamic capability requires new knowledge of the maturation
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process by which a set of operational capabilities are integrated to form a new dynamic capability
and how that dynamic capability subsequently matures and institutionalizes in the organization; our
paper addresses this issue.
Industry dynamism and turbulence creates the need for adaptation which, in turn, requires
developing organizational capabilities. For example, a mix of these conditions leads firms to
embrace the dual product innovation strategy of offering real-time and quick-cycle products besides
their conventional and slower-cycle products (Christopher et al., 1994; McAfee et al., 2004) as the
means for adaptation. Market success under these conditions demands dual sourcing strategies to
support these dual innovation strategies, calling on firms to establish a dynamic capability to
synchronize ever more complex sourcing practices and their associated operational capabilities.
Different timing requirements among different products, the different speeds at which sourcing
decisions are made, and the diversity of supply partners serving differently-paced product
development efforts compound the complexities of sourcing innovation inputs. In contrast to
operational sourcing capabilities (e.g., supplier selection), we view synchronization as a dynamic
capability. As such, it involves those processes that integrate, coordinate, pace, change, and
consolidate sourcing-related operational capabilities to gain a competitive advantage commensurate
with dynamic capability (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000; Helfat & Martin, 2015; Helfat & Peteraf,
2015; Teece, 2007). Accordingly, DSC integrates multiple lower-order capabilities, thereby giving
the firm a more significant advantage (Schilke, 2014; Zollo &Winter, 2002).
Empirical studies of the processes underlying the maturation of dynamic capabilities such as
DSC are limited. Typically, these studies require close and extended contact with firms’
management to gain deep insights into how processes unfold over time (Easterby-Smith et al., 2009;
Langley et al., 2013; O’Reilly & Tushman, 2008). Theoretical progress in understanding the
development of these capabilities might best be advanced through such process studies (EasterbySmith et al., 2009). Using a process study approach (Pettigrew, 1990, 1997), and a comprehensive
case study method, we capitalize on our access to a firm’s management to observe how an
4

established fashion business, InStyle A/S (competing in an industry characterized by dynamism),
attempted to synchronize two conflicting sourcing capabilities as they pursued new product
development.
In particular, we present a process model that depicts and explains how a company develops
a dynamic capability (DSC) by integrating multiple operating or lower-order capabilities. The
model also highlights the various effects of synchronization as a dynamic capability; it induces
efficiency and speed, affords opportunities for conflict resolution, and promotes learning. As such,
the study makes three contributions to the literature. First, while the literature discusses the
emergence of dynamic capabilities, it ignores the processes associated with the maturation (and
institutionalization) of these capabilities; this maturation sets the stage for deriving value from
synchronization as a dynamic capability (Barreto, 2010; Davies & Brady 2016; Zahra et al., 2006).
Our study focuses on this maturation process. Second, the study highlights the crucial role of
managers in the maturation of a new dynamic capability, particularly in integrating different other
lower-order capabilities. In so doing it adds to the emerging literature on the micro foundations of
capability building Third, our study shows that the maturation of a dynamic capability serves
economic (e.g., efficiency and cost reduction) and non-economic (e.g., learning) goals, justifying
organizational investments in these capabilities. The contributions manifest in a process model of
the maturation of a new dynamic capability and a set of propositions.
The paper proceeds as follows. We present a literature review to develop the foundations of
our contribution on DSC and discuss the interaction of dynamic with operational capabilities
(Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Helfat & Peteraf, 2009; Zahra et al., 2006) and the challenges of
competing in dual innovation contexts (Tushman & O’Reilly, 1996). We then present data on the
dynamics of InStyle A/S’ DSC as a means of clarifying the theoretical issue of the maturation of a
new dynamic capability. We close with a discussion of our findings and present our conclusions.

2. Synchronization Challenges and Dynamic Capabilities
5

2.1. Innovation and the need for synchronization
Firms that compete with product innovation in two differently-paced competitive arenas encounter
substantial managerial and organizational challenges (Henderson & Clark 1990) that can slow down
and frustrate organizational activity (Tushman & O’Reilly, 1996), and cause them to miss important
market opportunities. Well-honed processes and incentives that serve customers in one context
come at the cost of overlooking and even failing to act upon innovation opportunities in another
setting (Bower & Christensen, 1995).
Developing and exploiting product innovations require capabilities that bridge the supply of
solutions and marketing activities (Slater et al., 2014). We focus on the organizational aspects of
dual innovation strategies and the synchronization needs arising on the sourcing side of a firm’s
ongoing innovation activities. Synchronization is essential to successfully manage the significant
and often competing challenges companies encounter in different environments (Kortmann, 2015).
We focus on those supply-side capabilities that concern the processes by which firms build trust
with sourcing partners (Parkhe, 1993), cooperate and communicate (Mohr & Spekman, 1994;
Larson, 1992), share knowledge (Lyles & Stalk, 1996), write contracts, and exercise effective
controls (Williamson, 1996).
To achieve market responsiveness, companies that compete through dual innovation
strategies need to develop different capabilities in separate organizational units (Slater et al., 2014;
O’Reilly and Tushman, 2013). These ‘ambidextrous’ organizations use two systems to address
environmental stability and change and must develop and hone their synchronization capabilities to
ensure successful performance. 1 However, this solution may create as many problems as it solves.
For instance, a lack of oversight can lead to duplication of work and missed synergies while
encouraging political maneuvering among units. It can also intensify competition for resources,
managerial attention, production schedules, marketing capacity, and suppliers among separate units
(Lawson et al., 2015). This calls for more dedicated sourcing tasks (such as partnering and
The ambidexterity thesis, it is not the focus of our study because, as a theoretical framework, it has little to say about
capability development and maturation. For a review of the current state of the ambidexterity literature, please see
Hughes (2018) and O’Reilly and Tushman (2013).
1
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coordination) contained in a dynamic capability. Consequently, companies pursuing dual product
innovation strategies need to balance the benefits of organizational separation with these difficulties
carefully. Doing so calls for a DSC.

2.2. Development and Maturation for a Dynamic Synchronization Capability
Sourcing capabilities are “operational capabilities” − the organizational processes that allow a firm
to reliably perform standard sourcing and partnering tasks (Helfat et al., 2007). Synchronization
capabilities, a set of dynamic capabilities, refers to those processes that adapt, balance, prioritize,
and pace operational sourcing capabilities (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000; Helfat & Peteraf, 2009;
Teece, 2007; Zahra et al., 2006). Different operating capabilities each perform a given function and
add specific value. However, DSC represents a higher-order meta-capability that aligns and
coordinates these different capabilities giving them more potency in the form of this new dynamic
capability. In turn, this integration results in those operating capabilities evolving into the new
dynamic capability (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Zahra et al., 2006). The learning that takes place
determines this evolution. In that follows, we shed light on this theoretical position.
Prior research has conceptually clarified how firms adapt to changing environments,
indicating some agreement on two essential points that help frame our empirical work. First,
dynamic capabilities develop through learning mechanisms that guide their evolution (and
maturation). These mechanisms include knowledge articulation, knowledge codification, and
knowledge integration (Zollo & Winter, 2002). Relatedly, Verona and Ravasi (2003) note that the
development of a dynamic capability may rest on processes of knowledge creation, absorption,
integration, and reconfiguration (see also Zahra & George, 2002). For example, cooperative
experience in supplier relations may be synthesized across relationships and placed into a
specialized organizational unit to achieve greater market responsiveness through innovation (Kale
et al., 2002). Still, a centrally-accumulated partnering experience would allow a firm to improve the
reliability and effectiveness of particular sourcing processes (Kale et al., 2002; Reuer & Ragozzino,
7

2006; Simonin, 1997) only when they are capable of leveraging these across particular relationships
and innovation contexts. However, the literature on capabilities is mostly silent about how such a
dynamic capability develops and matures into an institutionalized, organization-wide capability
after its emergence. It remains especially unclear how firms that compete in dual product innovation
contexts establish the dynamic synchronization capabilities needed to integrate, adapt, and
harmonize competing (operational) sourcing capabilities built on such experience-based learning. In
dual innovation contexts, learning from experience might be of limited use because the knowledge
gained in one context may not be readily transferable or relevant to another. 2
Research on capability emergence speaks to a microfoundations view of capabilities in
which human agency and human endeavor within firms form actions and activities that can form
capabilities (e.g., Abell et al., 2008; Felin & Foss, 2009). Reliant on how individuals interact within
the organizational framework (Hodgson, 2012), whether capabilities form relies on activities
becoming routinized so that they may be repeated consistently and reliably (Helfat & Winter, 2011;
Winter, 2003). Learning-by-doing, deliberate attempts at process improvements and problemsolving, investments over time, and iteration are relevant to the emergence of a new capability
(Helfat and Peteraf, 2003). Helfat and Peteraf (2003) theoretically distinguish capability emergence
and early development from later honing, grafting, and branching. However, they describe the
maturity stage merely as capability maintenance, after achieving a level of maturation. The process
to achieve maturation remains largely unknown.
This discussion raises the following question: how does a new dynamic capability mature
over time through the integration of operational capabilities? The next section presents an
empirical study that addresses this question.

2

Research typically examines the needs, consequences, and possibilities of learning from partners. Only a few studies
explicitly take a process perspective on individual partnerships (Larson, 1992; Ring & Van de Ven, 1994; Doz, 1996).
For example, while prior research studies the early phases of alliance formation, we focus on managing the overall
process of partnering, placing greater emphasis on post-contractual issues. Hoffmann (2007) points to a lack of
literature on the process of managing several partners simultaneously. Hughes and Perrons (2011) point to a further lack
of studies doing so over time.
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3. Method: The Maturation of a Dynamic Synchronization Capability: A Process Study
3.1. Research design
The research purpose is to understand the development and maturation process of dynamic
capability. We selected InStyle A/S for the process study because it offers an insight of how a
company developed its organizational capabilities via an attempt to synchronize different
operational sourcing and innovation capabilities into a new dynamic ‘synchronization’ capability.
The case represents a timely, revelatory example of the development and maturation process of a
dynamic capability over a period, for which a longitudinal single-case design is particularly
appropriate (Hughes & Perrons, 2011; Pettigrew, 1997; Yin, 2003).
We entered the case company shortly after InStyle A/S had initiated the sourcing
synchronization effort. We captured both real-time and retrospective data. We followed the case
company from 2007-2009 tracing the process development of DSC for four reasons. First, the case
was chosen for theoretical sampling purposes and not population sampling because it offers
theoretical insights relevant to understand the development and maturation process of this particular
dynamic capability (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Eisenhardt, 1989). Second, our objective is theory
development with the intention to understand the circumstances surrounding capability maturation,
not theory replication. Thus, the longitudinal single case study is particularly suitable. Multiple case
designs are more appropriate when replication is the primary objective (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin,
2003). Third, longitudinal single case study fits the purpose of a process study to understand how a
change occurs and evolves, particularly the sequence of events as change unfolds in an organization
(Van de Ven, 2007; Langley et al., 2013). Fourth, a single case study can richly describe the
existence of a phenomenon (Siggelkow, 2007) and provide in-depth insights into how a particular
process evolves. Importantly, a special relationship formed with top management through the
completion of a previous project afforded the researchers with rare access to the entire case
company for data collection (Yin, 1994). Hence “the process of interest is transparently observable”
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(Pettigrew, 1988). This setting suggested the possibility of a fruitful contribution to dynamic
capability research by providing an empirical understanding of how they develop over time.

3.2. Data collection
Process research studies the sequence of events that describe how things change over time and
directly observes the process in action. This view of process study takes a “historical developmental
perspective and which thereby focuses on the sequences of incidents, activities, and actions
unfolding over time” (Van de Ven, 1992, 2007; Pettigrew, 1992: 7). We collected longitudinal data
from archive documents and retrospective and real-time observation to obtain a comprehensive
perspective. These included document analysis, participant observation, and interviews with key
personnel focusing on those who had been with the company for a long time to gain a retrospective
account. We also secured significant access to top management to facilitate a rich data collection.
We recorded and directly observed regular meetings as materials for case narratives and
triangulation. We examined real-time events to track the emergent process, and historical accounts
to identify the origin and evolvement of change. This approach appreciates that “[m]ost studies of
organization change are retrospective, conducted after outcomes are already known” (Van de Ven,
2007: 208). A retrospective study is helpful for constructing a narrative of the process of how
dynamic capability evolves and matures and gives a ‘big picture’ of how this developed and the
outcome that ensued.

Retrospective interviews provide the advantages of reflection,

counterbalancing the real-time data method which can miss occurrences or events later viewed as
critical. Until we have the compass of the entire process of what has happened, we usually cannot
know what information is important and what information is not important (Van de Ven, 2007).
The timeliness aspect is essential because examining a capability after it has matured for
some time is compromised by the fact that routines underpin capabilities (Nelson & Winter, 1982).
The ability of individuals to recall the development path can fade over time as the capability
becomes more tacit (Helfat & Peteraf, 2003). As suggested by Van de Ven, (2007) and Pettigrew
(1985), to avoid this bias and memorable moments of retrospective study, we carried out a history
10

study of InStyle A/S and the fashion industry from archive data to triangulate with the interview
data, especially to detect a certain outcome of a change process long before it become apparent.
This helped us to avoid biased, retrospect interpretations of crucial process events. Also, following
Pentland (1999) and Yin (2003), we took care to avoid spurious interpretations based on
potentially-biased informant opinions by triangulating informant statements to identify critical
incidents in the unfolding of capability development and its maturity. This approach also safeguards
against undue over-generalization of individual informants’ perspectives of the key events in an
unfolding process (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
Table 1 details the data sources for this study. As interview-based studies are particularly
well-suited for theory building (Eisenhardt, 1989; Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007), we employed a
semi-structured interview guideline. In developing and selecting our interview questions, we relied
on Zahra et al.’s (2006: 918) definition of dynamic capabilities, which highlights development
aspects including (1) managerial perceptions of opportunities to productively change existing
routines or resource configurations, (2) the willingness to undertake such a change, and (3) the
ability to implement those changes. We conducted over 60 in-depth formal interviews with key
actors who included General Managing Director (ten times), his assistant (three times), brand
directors of the two brands (InStyle and NbyN), and three consultants hired to moderate a taskforce
established by top management. Other informants held functional positions (Table 1). We
interviewed each informant during three formal meetings, each lasting two to three hours. The
interviews were recorded and transcribed within 24 hours.
We interviewed key managers multiple times, repeated every three months through 20072009 to capture the dynamics of changes occurring in the organization. In the last interviews, we
confirmed with informants critical incidents/events and trends emerging from the data. To ensure
the validity and reliability of incident construction, we sent these last 15 interview transcripts to key
informants for approval so that they could review our initial incident coding (Folger et al., 1984;
Poole et al., 1987; Van de Ven, 2007). We asked these key informants whether any incidents were
11

missing or whether recorded incidents were incorrectly identified or described. We used follow-up
telephone conversations to clarify any other issues that needed explanation.
For direct observation, a member of the research team participated as an observer in five
taskforce meetings, during which the development of sourcing guidelines, process control, and topdown intervention planning were discussed. Each meeting lasted about four hours. Each observation
report provided data for comparison. We obtained information from other meetings through
interviews and memos provided by the General Managing Director’s assistant.
[Insert Table 1 here]
3.3. Data analysis
Our study concentrates on “the sequences of individual and collective events, actions and activities
unfolding over time in context” (Pettigrew, 1997: 338), commensurate with a process approach to
study capability maturation. A process approach reveals how dynamic synchronization capability
matures through the integration of different operating sourcing capabilities over time. Our unit of
analysis is the process of developing a specific dynamic capability—a dynamic synchronization
capability—that mediates two sets of sourcing capabilities operating in two organizational units
within a firm in which the two units represent two different innovation strategies. Our process
analysis traced the development of the dynamic synchronization capability over time across
multiple organizational levels and units. To ensure comprehensiveness, we used archives and
interviews to construct the history of the events preceding our entry into the research site. Then we
used personal observation, interviews, and archives to trace events over the next two year period.
Moving from data to conceptualization, we employed different analysis methods to ensure valid
inferences. Thus, we built rich narratives/episodes to capture the nuances of the unfolding capability
maturation process, temporal bracketing to decompose the process into phases (Langley, 1990), and
thematic coding and sequence analysis to identify critical incidents/events across organizational
levels and actors.
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Building on our diverse data sources, rich narratives allowed us to concurrently capture
unfolding events for each category of informants (top management, consultants, and sourcing staff).
We analyzed data concurrently and retrospectively to identify incidents. By comparing informants’
views across managerial levels in the process of developing DSC, events that participants identified
as critical in the process under investigation were discerned. We then coded our interview data,
capturing the informants’ understanding of development phases and transition points between them
in the development of DSC. We mapped out critical incidents/events in a time sequence that
reflected the agreement of participants on crucial turning points where synchronization between
operational sourcing capabilities improved or worsened. Here, we focused on each participant’s
process observations that were: (a) salient in illustrating (successful and unsuccessful)
synchronization efforts between the sourcing units; (b) seen as necessary by most participants; (c)
representative of what happened within and between different sourcing teams; and (d) helped us to
illustrate a variety of patterns of synchronization over time (Figures 1a, 1b, and Figure 2).
At this stage, we used thematic coding (Langley, 1990) and sequence analysis to examine
the similarities and differences between the temporal order among events (Abbott, 1984). Our goal
here is conceptualizing events by detecting patterns among them. Van de Ven and Poole (1995)
suggested these patterns may come in different forms, but the most common pattern found is the
linear sequence of “phases” that occur over time leading to a certain result (e.g.,: sequential three
phases: “making conflict explicit and searching for common ground”, “Discovering synchronization
and local constraints” and “synchronization by self-governance”.
We used visual mapping, a graphical representation, to illustrate data reduction (thematic
coding) from the vast quantity of data and the sequences of critical incidents/events. With this
technique, we can provide a diagram of how incidents unfolded by event categories to organize
incident data from narratives, for example, “conflict triggers” as critical incidents or events which
led to the next level of DSC maturation. These triggers are “eruption of conflicts”, “disconnect
between common understanding and local action” and “failing organization” (Figures 1a and 1b).
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We performed cross-comparison of case episodes when we triangulated informants’
multiple views about key issues as they evolved. This led us to discern changing forms of DSC, the
increasing mastery of which we conceptualized as a DSC maturation process, where different forms
of ‘synchronizing’ were developed over time and adjusted to complement each other in an
increasingly well-developed repertoire, as presented in the findings. We refined the chronology in
the following round based on participants’ feedback. For example, this process tracing led to the
emergence of three maturation levels: “independent pacing”, “central harmonization”, and “selfgovernance”; and the maturation capability outcomes of “reducing conflicts”, “reaching synergies”
and “consolidating bargaining power” (Figures 1a and 1b).
[Insert Figures 1a and 1b here]

3.4. Research context
Founded in 1995 in Denmark, InStyle A/S, a fashion company, is jointly owned by two private
investor groups. Its primary markets are European, including Denmark, Norway, Germany,
Sweden, Belgium, the UK, Poland, Ukraine, and Ireland with wholesale (70%) and retail sales
(30%). Products are sold through three distribution channels: company-owned stores (30%),
franchised stores (40%), and independent retailers (30%). InStyle A/S initially provided mainstream
fashion with clear style identity rather than fast-fashion styles.
However, fierce competition in the European fast-fashion market in the late 1990s prompted
companies in all market segments to increase the frequency at which they developed and offered
innovative fashion items to match up with evolving market trends. Facing this pressure, in 2002,
InStyle A/S diversified its fashion collection portfolio by introducing a new brand, called NbyN, to
cover the gap in its offerings in real-time market fast deliveries of event clothing. NbyN was
distributed together with InStyle A/S’ main brand and was initially intended to be a supplement,
offering what management describes as “up-to-date trends with bold, funky and commercial styles
for young women standing out and one step ahead of the crowd”. This role as a supplement to the
14

traditional brand soon changed. Operating with a much shorter lead-time than InStyle A/S’
traditional brand, NbyN’s collection quickly captured the imagination of the targeted young fashion
consumers, garnered substantial media attention, and was highly profitable from its inception.
Diversification led to immediate financial success for the company and attracted more customers to
the traditional brand, which was sold in the same outlets. As a result, despite continued expansion
from 2003 to 2008, InStyle A/S has been profitable since 2003.
[Insert Table 2 here]

The competitive strategies of the InStyle and NbyN brands are different (Table 2). InStyle
A/S’ traditional InStyle brand is offered in six annual collections of casual, fashionable clothes. The
product concept is consistent with the brand’s values: high quality with a moderate-to-high price.
InStyle’s main brand strategy is to follow a stable market trend that lasts for longer than one season.
The focus of this strategy is on the quality and durability of the products. Product materials range
from lightweight (e.g., jersey), chiffon (e.g., silk, satin, and crepe), knitwear, spandex, and heavy to
more durable materials such as wools, fleece, acrylics, denim, coated fabric, and leather for winter
collections. Sourcing requirements for the InStyle classic product line involve moderate-to-high
quality, high volumes of each style and deliveries eight-to-twelve months after the design stage.
Most suppliers of InStyle’s products are long-term innovation partners, with stable relationships
built over several years.
When InStyle A/S initiated the new brand, NbyN, it followed a new approach to the market
that differed from that of its traditional brand. The new brand offered “real-time” trendy clothes for
special occasions, such as events and parties. NbyN offers 12 focused, short-term collections a year.
These collections comprise small quantities of the most up-to-date and creative styles, targeted at
fast-changing young women between 15 and 20 years of age. These fashion-updated styles require
short lead times. NbyN’s sourcing requirements differ from InStyle’s. Most products are highly
priced compared to the main collection prices to compensate for the high cost of quick delivery.
15

The InStyle and NbyN brands co-existed in the same sales outlets, supplementing each other
to create a coherent presentation (e.g., casual daily clothes and event clothes) on the front end.
However, at the back end of the organization, the different frequencies of product innovations
required different sourcing processes to be housed in organizationally and physically separate
organizational units requiring their own operational sourcing capabilities. Table 3 illustrates the
differences in sourcing capabilities between the established (InStyle) and new brand (NbyN). NbyN
and the InStyle brand generally operated independently and were supported by separate sourcing
units that applied two sets of sourcing capabilities. While both sourcing units used the same
suppliers to some extent, they had very different requirements and expectations. This situation
evolved into a series of severe sourcing conflicts that would attract the attention of top management
and come to epitomize the challenges in developing and maturing a DSC to coordinate and integrate
the operational sourcing capabilities. We observed and traced the evolvement process of this DSC
and how conflicts arose, were solved, and led to the maturation of the DSC.
[Insert Table 3 here]

4. Findings: Phases in Developing and Maturing Dynamic Synchronization Capabilities
Our observation and construction of the events indicated that the development and maturation of
DSC proceeded in three discernable phases, which we labeled according to the key discourse during
each phase: Phase I, explicating conflicts and searching for common ground; Phase II, discovering
synchronization possibilities and local constraints; and Phase III, institutionalizing synchronization
activities. These phases are discussed next.

4.1. Phase I: Explicating sourcing conflict and searching for common ground
InStyle was the established product line and brand when the faster-moving NbyN brand was
introduced in 2002. By 2006, NbyN accounted for almost 45% of the company’s total sales. At that
time, NbyN products covered a wide variety of fabrics and had expanded to include everyday
fashionable clothing. Sourcing activities had also expanded regarding the number of suppliers, the
16

variety of fabrics, and the number of garment suppliers. Thus, InStyle A/S’ supply base was
routinely contacted by the two competing units, causing confusion among suppliers about delivery
times and changing priorities in capacity allocation. The new sourcing approach intensified intrafirm competition for external sourcing capacity while reducing the company’s bargaining power
with its suppliers.
As the two sourcing units increasingly came into conflict, top management established a
taskforce to identify and make explicit their ‘root causes’, resolving these disputes by developing
sourcing guidelines. Its members included external consultants and top management
representatives, as well as representatives of the two sourcing units. The taskforce met regularly,
surfacing several complex sourcing challenges and conflicts about the simultaneous management of
long-range planning and quick response, and the need to address the two units’ different perceptions
of time. Challenges leading to conflicts identified at this stage included:
Supplier and location conflict: Sourcing for different types of collections requires different
pacing in managing supplier relations. An NbyN designer stated: “Our collections are set to meet
customer demands when they occur, and we have to quickly make and deliver products within the
same season, whereas collections from InStyle can take longer. Sharing the same suppliers with
InStyle creates confusion for planning”. Planning for InStyle collections occurs six to ten months in
advance, while NbyN has only four months to plan. For example, if NbyN starts contacting
suppliers for samples, these suppliers can be producing final products for InStyle’s collection,
though both collections are delivered at the same time.
The complexity of coordinating different market demands regarding delivery times requires
flexibility among suppliers. As another sourcing manager serving on the taskforce states, “Not only
the production capacity scheduling but also the mindset of the supplier are important to
understanding our company’s diverse needs. The challenge is how to coordinate the sourcing
requirements of the slow and fast collections among ourselves and between us and the suppliers we
both use.”
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Perception conflict: Differences in perceptions of timing and urgency can influence the
effectiveness to which supplier relations are managed. If time perceptions are not aligned, because
of different knowledge, interests, and relational stakes, agreement on the urgency and importance of
the issues at hand may become more difficult. Several factors magnified the differences between
individual time perceptions in the management of InStyle’s supplier portfolio. First, differences in
prior joint experience influenced different perceptions of time. As a production manager in the
taskforce explained, “The longer suppliers work with us, the greater their understanding of our
business model. When we urgently require supplies, an understanding supplier will give priority to
us over other companies.” Second, a supplier’s stake in a continued relationship also influences
time perceptions. As a purchasing manager noted, “They [suppliers] will be less responsive to your
timing requirements in fast collections if they have not fully understood the new business and,
especially, if they can benefit more from our main brand InStyle’s high volumes and longer leadtime requirement. Knowing for sure that we depend on them is also not a great motivation for them
to run faster.” Thus, time perceptions in a supply relationship might differ on both sides of the
buyer-supplier relationship, potentially leading to different judgments about supply issue
importance and urgency between sourcing teams and between the teams and suppliers.
Recognizing these differences, the taskforce proceeded to learn about synchronization
possibilities among the collections. This required learning about the differences in the collections
and how to best reconcile them. The first step was the development of joint sourcing guidelines that
serve as a rule book, reducing potential sources of conflict between different units while
encouraging cooperation among them (an excerpt from the sourcing guidelines is reproduced in
Table 4). Top management also believed these guidelines would create a common understanding of,
“a joint communication style based on who we are and what we expect from our supplier”. The
sourcing guidelines (Table 4) were a compromise between the approaches NbyN pursued and those
of the InStyle brands. For example, differences in selecting supplier locations (e.g., best speed/cost
vs. best quality/cost) led to the slogan, “We source globally.”
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[Insert Table 4 here]

4.2. Phase II: Discovering synchronization possibilities and local constraints
After approving the sourcing guidelines, top management charged the two sourcing units with
epitomize the “cooperative spirit” touted in these guidelines by avoiding conflict and actively
seeking synergies. However, upon their return to their respective units, sourcing managers found the
guidelines to be less clear than initially thought. While both sourcing teams felt that the mutual
understanding of each other’s problems and challenges had improved, substantial tensions persisted.
With the sourcing guidelines enforced by top management, some synergies and cooperation were
achieved. These included the sharing of supplier lists, the joint scheduling of supplier capacity, and
the joint purchasing of materials. As a sourcing manager of NbyN explained, “We discovered
through this process more possibilities of coordination and synchronization among sourcing
activities, such as order consolidations, joint delivery scheduling, fabric sharing, etc.”
Despite the initial positive reaction to the company’s new sourcing guidelines, tensions
persisted because the different products required different supplier relationship styles, proximity
management, or priority over few versus many suppliers. Tensions resurfaced because both teams
operated in a highly competitive culture where the bonuses of sourcing managers depended entirely
on their own units’ sales. As members were not being paid to cooperate, sourcing teams found it
difficult to devote their attention and the time required to address the problems that managers of the
other unit had identified. As a result, conflicts and competition between sourcing departments
continued, leading to lost synergies and weakened bargaining power vis-à-vis suppliers. As a
sourcing manager for the InStyle brand explained, “We were certainly aware that the company as a
whole could benefit much more from the coordination between the two sourcing teams, but we were
too overwhelmed by our own schedule to really care.”
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When the taskforce and external consultants met in the Fall of 2007 to assess the situation,
they concluded that little improvement had been achieved, despite a wealth of ideas about how to
synchronize sourcing efforts to reap sourcing synergies. This led to more drastic measures.

4.3. Phase III: Synchronization by self-governance
When the taskforce reassembled to review the implementation of InStyle A/S sourcing guidelines, it
found sourcing affairs in disarray. While they were initially perceived as intended, the sourcing
guidelines focused each of the two sourcing units on their affairs rather than on areas where joint
optimization was feasible. Miscommunication between the two units prevailed, and conflicts over
priorities in accessing suppliers were common. Coordination was disjointed and happened
randomly, based mostly on personal goodwill rather than organized practices or internalized
decision rules. As a result, synchronization of sourcing efforts related to orders, communications
with suppliers, or the booking of production capacities needed to become more systematic. Key
suppliers were also confused at this stage and complained as they were often contacted by two
sourcing units from the same company, which resulted in incorrect product deliveries, rework
issues, and erroneous delivery schedules for both brands.
Given this assessment, early in 2008, InStyle A/S’ top management decided to establish a
new formal organizational unit called the Production Office that reported directly to top
management. Production Office centralized and consolidated strategic sourcing activities including
identifying the right suppliers, placing and consolidating orders and materials, negotiating prices,
and ensuring quality. The Production Office was responsible for coordinating and mediating
between the requirements of the two brands, capitalizing on supplier capacities, and utilizing
proximity management to maximize synergies and save on sourcing costs. Within the shared
supplier network, the team combined or spilt orders, assigned suppliers who could meet the
requirements of the two brands simultaneously, and considered cost, quality, and timing of
deliveries at the same time.
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The tasks for each brand were then limited to only design and marketing while product
development and sourcing tasks were transferred to the centralized Production Office. This helped
each design team focus on innovation and be ahead of the market. The InStyle brand director stated:
“…we are free from sourcing hassles. The Production Office ensures that we have suitable
suppliers with the right design, good quality, and short delivery times. We just have to send
our design, specification, garment requirement, and the quantities we want for each style. The
rest is taken care of by the Production Office.”

The Production Office requires its team to provide sourcing and coordination promptly
because delivery schedules vary across product categories and collections. The Production Office
resolves the conflicts and miscommunication in selecting and managing suppliers in Phase II related
to supplier relationship styles (partnering vs. market-contracting), proximity management (onshore
or offshore), and deciding the number of suppliers for each order.
Given these changes, one supplier can produce for both brands’ collections, use the same
sources for fabrics and materials, and minimize transportation costs. The entire team works closely
with the individual brands and suppliers to create synergies, making it possible to design products
closer to the season and closer to the real demand.
“Sourcing materials and identifying suppliers can be considered or suggested at the design
stage or by the sourcing team sitting in the central office in charge of each brand, but
decisions will be made jointly by the Production Office’s team.” Supply Director (Production
Office)
Each brand has achieved better management of inventories and lower markdowns in stores.
The Production Office’s solution boosts InStyle A/S’ bargaining power against suppliers. As one
Production Office team member observed:
“Achieving the speed you need without bargaining power is a tricky thing to do for a smaller
firm like InStyle A/S compared to a big firm like H&M. However, managing suppliers
centrally is a major resolution. We not only save time, costs, and resources, and avoid the
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unnecessary internal competition between the two brands but, more importantly, with
consolidated orders, we also gain substantial bargaining power with suppliers.”
“One way to create bargaining power is to engage with some suppliers in tight relationships
for big orders of the slow collections, and supplement later with fast orders. We try to create a
psychological lock-in of suppliers, which could not otherwise be reached with our relatively
low order volumes.”
According to the General Managing Director, “choosing a cooperative style with a few
selected suppliers early on reduces learning and adaptation costs when things have to go quickly”.
Beyond coordinating the supplier network for the two brands, the Production Office established an
R&D unit by hiring product developers to support brand designers. The R&D unit seeks innovation
inputs for garments and fabric combinations and is constantly in contact with potential suppliers for
new innovation. From the perspective of top management, this helps designers to “inject constant
flows of innovations, and keep customers coming to the stores.”

5. Discussion
Our study sought to answer the question: how does a new dynamic capability mature over time
through the integration of operational capabilities? Despite a growing body of research
highlighting the link between dynamic capabilities, such as DSC, and other organizational
capabilities with a realization that their integration is needed to ensure successful, fast-paced
innovation (Bingham et al., 2015; Wilden & Gudergan, 2015; Wilhelm, Schlömer, & Maurer,
2015), we propose that whether such dynamic capabilities materialize depends on capability
maturation, the organizational process by which it is institutionalized (Zahra et al., 2006). While
theoretical and empirical works have highlighted methods of capability emergence, consistent with
recent discussions of microfoundations we find that the maturation of a dynamic capability must
rely on agency among individuals across units and the organization. Our analyses reveal social
processes underpinning the capability maturation process exhibits, and to a certain extent relies on,
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conflict within interactions among individuals and units across the firm to move forward the
maturation process. Conflicts are apt to arise in such situations and demand resolution to ensure the
continuation of the capability maturation process.
Our analyses suggest that while deliberate management actions manifested in sustained and
directed investments and interventions are a key driver of the evolution of the DSC (Bingham et al.,
2015; Schilke, Hu & Helfat, 2017), crises, trial and error search and learning, and serendipity also
have contributed greatly in this regard. As our case study illustrates, conflicts between
organizational units surfaced important issues that could impair organizational performance. In turn,
these conflicts served as a trigger to explore the development and subsequent institutionalizations of
a new set of “dynamic synchronization capability”. While the emergence of this capability was the
result of trial and error, the case makes clear that a process of “selection” was in effect, led by
senior executives who oversaw the institutionalization and maturation of this capability. Thus, our
analyses suggest three points: organizational capabilities (e.g., DSC) could emerge as a result of
inter-unit conflicts and competition, giving rise to the need for coordination; capability development
is akin to a process of experimentation that entails trial and error learning; and selection is an
important managerial task that leads to the institutionalization and effective execution of a new
capability such as DSC. Institutionalization ensures the continuous learning essential for new
capability building (Bingham et al., 2015, Williamson, 2016; Zahra et al., 2006).

5.1. Capability development as a maturation process
Analysis of the DSC in InStyle A/S leads us to conceptualize capability development as a
maturation process where a company increasingly becomes attentive, receptive, and able to
appreciate different synchronization needs and deploy different forms of synchronization (e.g.,
independent pacing, central harmonization, and self-governance). The three phases of maturation in
our example of DSC are: (1) ‘reducing sourcing conflict’, (2) ‘reaching synergies’, and (3)
‘consolidating bargaining power’. Each phase’s occurrence was triggered by conflicts from the
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previous phase. The organization responded by adapting to a new learning process. Moving from
one phase to the other by solving conflicts originating from the complexities of sourcing activities,
the company developed its synchronization capability by integrating this set of operational activities
and harmonizing competing perceptions. In this stepwise process, managers at all levels reacted as
much to events in the previous phase(s) as they did to their own aspirations and those of top
management. This was particularly salient for the ensuing conflicts that transformed shape and
meaning as the maturation process of dynamic capability progressed. Latent conflict made explicit
was a powerful force in the maturation of DSC. A cross-functional unit (ad hoc taskforce, then
horizontal organization, and finally central office) set up to systematize the maturation of the
fledgling dynamic capability by reconciling conflict, competing interests and needs, and differing
perceptions of time aided this process. The case evidence reveals two previously hidden theoretical
mechanisms at play in the process of capability maturation: socio (group interactions) mechanisms
and cognitive (perceptions and interpretations) mechanisms. Relevant to both sets of mechanisms
was the over-riding problem of conflict. This is illustrated in Figure 2, and represents our core
contribution.
[Insert Figure 2 here]

Figure 2 suggests that capability maturation reflects an interactive learning process among
actors across the organization at different levels (Bingham et al., 2015; Williamson, 2016). This
conflict-triggered learning process helped the firm to synchronize different timing requirements
among different products, different innovation concepts, the different speeds at which sourcing
decisions were made, the different organizational actors involved, and the diversity of supply
partners serving differently-paced product development efforts. The process matures over time
leading to the maturation of DSC. The maturation of this capability, as evidenced in its formal
institutionalization, induces continuous learning (Bingham et al., 2015; Helfat & Campo-Rembado,
2016; Zahra et al., 2006)
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The study observes, therefore, that a dynamic capability such as DSC emerges, evolves, and
matures with time through a process and not through random chance. When left to happen
randomly, the burgeoning dynamic synchronization capability in InStyle A/S was almost squandered
as competing interests, objectives, and perceptions of time led units to maintain their own
operational sourcing capabilities at a cost to organizational objectives. A dynamic capability
intended to coordinate sourcing by integrating these operational capabilities could not mature under
these circumstances, triggering a crisis that heralded the next phase of capability maturation. The
analyses suggest the need to distinguish the triggers, interactions, and intermediate outcomes for
each phase, and the development context, of the maturing dynamic capability. Figure 2 highlights
the fundamental differences we observed across the three stages of dynamic capability maturation
process. Developing dynamic capability is an iterative, longitudinal, multi-level learning process
signified by persistent efforts to align the interests, cognition, and time perceptions of different units
and actors. This process matured the dynamic capability.
These findings have several implications for research on dynamic capability development.
Notably, they underscore Helfat and Peteraf’s (2009) methodological insight: when we observe a
dynamic capability, we also need to observe the underlying organizational processes to understand
its microfoundations, a view that has dominated thinking about the topic since (Helaft & Peteraf,
2015; Nonaka, Hiros, & Takeda, 2016; Schilke et al., 2017; Teece, 2007; 2014). This was
exemplified in our study by operational sourcing capabilities and concrete sub-processes that led to
the development of a dynamic capability. At each phase of maturation, a specific set of learning
processes were apparent. Experience accumulation, knowledge articulation, and knowledge
codification were most evident during Phases 1 and 2 of maturation. In (1) ‘reducing conflict’,
experience-based learning was necessary to tease out the specific requirements of each unit and
distill source of conflicts likely in need of reconciliation. In (2) ‘reaching synergies’, horizontal
coordination was necessary to synchronize the operational sourcing capabilities with a new dynamic
capability. A failure among senior managers to systematize activity and build on early gains made
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through initial group interactions jeopardized this synchronization. The learning mode changed
significantly in Phase 3 of the capability maturation process, becoming reliant on developing new
heuristics specific to the new dynamic capability to integrate and coordinate the operational
capabilities previously associated with the two separate product units and their dual innovation
strategies. In (3) ‘consolidating bargaining power’, a new organizational unit emerged as a solution
to irreconcilable challenges in running separate sets of operational capabilities. Consequently, our
research supports a view of dynamic capabilities that highlights those concrete organizational
processes that create, extend, and modify other resources and processes (Easterby-Smith et al.,
2009; Helfat et al., 2007), but shed new light on how this process unfolds over time and the
challenges threatening capability maturation at each step. From this discussion we draw the
following theoretical proposition:
Proposition 1: The development of dynamic capability is an interactive maturation process
that consist of (1) ‘reconciling then reducing conflict’, (2) ‘reaching synergies’, and (3)
‘consolidation’.

5.2. Conflict destabilizes organizational activity to trigger capability development and maturation
The development of DSC in Phase 1 was triggered by a conflict between two units, prompting top
management to put a further learning process into motion in the form of a taskforce charged with
resolving that conflict. In Phase 2, top management initiated a decentralized learning process in the
two sourcing units, leading to learning outcomes related to the discovery of synergies and potential
conflict resolution even though such learning did not yield the desired results. In Phase III, the
initiation of the learning process was at first bottom-up, further developed by top management as it
overhauled the organizational structure. At this point, the destabilizing effects of conflict had all but
been eliminated, mainly by way of a new cross-functional unit to house the matured dynamic
capability.
We conceptualize the destabilizing effect of conflicts caused by competing interests at the
initial stage as tipping points that triggers a new capability to develop as a solution. As the
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capability develops, further destabilizing conflicts emerge that serve as trigger points for capability
maturation. For example, in Phase 2 of capability maturation in InStyle A/S, the conflict seemingly
resolved in Phase 1 returned due to the incompleteness and immaturity of initial behavioral
guidelines. In essence, these were neither routinized into a sufficient capability nor were they
complete enough to resolve tensions. In turn, conflict returned to destabilize the maturation of the
new dynamic capability and triggered the next phase of capability maturation. Thus:
Proposition 2: Conflicts between participants create destabilizing tipping points in the
development of a dynamic capability, triggering the capability maturation process.

5.3. Conflict energizes the development of dynamic capabilities.
A key finding from our study is that conflicts among organizational units and members can energize
the development and the subsequent refinement and maturation of a dynamic capability such as
DSC. Ill-adapted sourcing routines did not become evident by themselves. Some conflicts
highlighted gaps in a firm’s capability portfolio. These conflicts arise from different types of
opportunities that members of the organizations perceive (Zahra et al., 2006), the mismatch between
ends and means (Nelson & Winter, 1982), varying time perceptions, and units’ conflict of interest.
As noted, conflicts drew top management’s attention and intervention to introduce organizational
arrangements that encouraged joint problem solving and learning (Table 6), setting the stage for the
maturation of the DSC.
In Phase I of InStyle AS’ capability development process, conflicting parties articulated their
accumulated experience and selectively codified their learning in the form of sourcing guidelines.
These, in turn, represented more than just an outcome of a multi-level learning process. The
guidelines, partly because of their insufficiency, led to Phase II which brought a more decentralized
learning process that involved active sense-making (Weick, 1995) of potential synergies.
Where managerial cognition is limited by the division of labor and knowledge (March and
Simon, 1958), it is less likely that participants in the development of dynamic capabilities can
quickly agree on potential sources of sustainable competitive advantage in the form of, for example,
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sourcing synergies. Because a dynamic capability matures as a result of the complex interaction
between participants in collective cognitive and behavioral learning processes, the synchronization
of different cognitions and interests makes a firm’s opportunity set visible. Conflicts among
participants are a crucial trigger for their subsequent change and maturation. Such conflicts
complicate synchronization but paradoxically highlight the need for the new dynamic capability to
achieve broader objectives such as synergy, agility, and innovation in response to differences in the
external environments and the pressure these exert on the firm. Thus:
Proposition 3: The development of dynamic capability is a stepwise, interactive maturation
process in which participants simultaneously react to events at and outcomes from previous
maturation phases as well as changing expectations in the new phase.

Proposition 4: Conflicts within the organization to coordinate operational capabilities
energize the maturation process of a new dynamic capability.

Our findings complement Zollo & Winter’s (2002) observations on the learning processes
associated with dynamic capability development, and illustrate the usefulness of Verona & Ravasi’s
(2003) and Zahra & George’s (2002) insights into the sub-processes of dynamic capability
development (e.g., knowledge creation, absorption, knowledge integration, and knowledge
reconfiguration). They add to our understanding of the microfoundations of capability development
and institutionalization (Nonaka et al., 2016), underscoring the importance of multi-level human
agency as depicted in Figure 2. We now turn to discuss this agency.

5.4. Interactive learning in the capability maturation process: overcoming conflict
The development of dynamic capabilities relies on learning mechanisms and quasi-automatic
experience accumulation (Zollo & Winter, 2002) as learning-by-doing becomes repeated and faster
(Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000) and individuals and teams (and organizational units) engage in trial
and error, improvisation, and imitation (Zahra et al., 2006). Some tacit learning-by-doing is later
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articulated and codified (Zahra et al., 2006; Zollo & Winter, 2002). As such, the learning processes
involved in developing dynamic capabilities require an element of selection. Search and selection
are enabled and constrained by patterns of cognition and the interests of those involved at different
managerial levels in this selection process (Gavetti & Levinthal, 2000). This process is likely to
exhibit conflict. Some researchers note that dynamic capabilities change a firm’s operating
capabilities, creating “higher order capabilities” (Helfat et al., 2007; Winter, 2003; Zahra et al.,
2006), but the relationship between different types of capabilities is more complicated than widely
assumed. For example, we illustrate that the emergence and subsequent maturity of a dynamic
capability relies on agency among individuals across units. The organizational and social processes
underpinning obscure to date are given light in our findings: the moments of conflict within
interactions among individuals and units across the firm (with competitive objectives, goals, and
pressures commensurate with dual innovation strategies and their sourcing requirements) to which
the capability is relevant to..
Apart from a few exceptions (e.g., Gavetti & Levinthal, 2000), researchers have empirically
but loosely linked dynamic capabilities to managerial action, cognition, and the interests of the
people involved in their development. In contrast, conceptual work highlights the role of human
agency. Zahra et al. (2006), for instance, conceptualize dynamic capabilities as a reconfiguration of
a firm’s resources and routines in a manner envisioned and deemed appropriate by its principal
decision maker(s). This definition underscores the perception of opportunities to productively
change existing routines or resource configurations, the willingness to undertake such a change, and
the ability to implement those changes (Helfat & Martin, 2015; Helfat & Peteraf, 2015; Zahra et al.,
2006: 918). However, this definition also inherently ties such reconfiguration to the motives of
primary decision-makers. While relevant, it is not enough: our case illustrates that top managers
have incomplete information about the form and content a maturing dynamic capability must take.
In the case of InStyle A/S, capability maturation almost failed despite top management efforts to lay
down guidelines for a cooperative infrastructure between the two competing units because a failure
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to resolve underlying tensions led actors to continue to act atomistically to service the interests of
their units. This reflects the consequences of incomplete capability maturation. The fledgling DSC
capability regressed backward because guidelines set to human agents were inherently incomplete
without further testing and development. Top management motives failed to steer the behavior of
unit managers because they did not bridge to the motives and incentives of those unit managers.
Our results suggest that the development of dynamic capability requires close alignment of
managerial cognition, time perceptions, and, importantly, close attention to constellations of
conflicting interests among members of the organization at different levels (Helfat & Peteraf, 2015;
Nonaka et al., 2016; Zahra et al., 2006). As exemplified in Phase II of InStyle A/S’ dynamic
capability maturation process, when taskforce members came back to their separate sourcing groups
equipped with sourcing guidelines they had previously participated in developing and
implementing, their effectiveness were complicated by conflicting product line interest and
incentives that discouraged corporate interests for the sake of a local subgroup’s profit optimization.
Our analyses show that the maturation of a dynamic capability hinges on sharing feedback and
other information among different units’ members, promoting their individual and collective
learning to problems otherwise present in coordinating human agents. This discussion suggests our
final proposition:
Proposition 5: Maturation of a dynamic capability occurs when learning materializes and
diffuses throughout the organization, with multiple feedback loops among different groups
and functions.

6. Limitations and Future Research Directions
Our study possesses some limitations. A single case study, while providing rich, in-depth,
contextual data suitable for a longitudinal process study, is limited in the generalizability and
testability of its findings in the effort of theory building. Future researchers might use multiple case
studies, surveys, and archival data to explore these issues and overcome the restrictions that arise
from single case-based analyses. Our study examines the fashion industry, in which product
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innovation is design-driven and style-driven (e.g., the creative ability to discover or create new
styles (aesthetic, symbolic elements) and meaning) (Cappetta et al., 2006; Verganti, 2008; Tran,
2010). This new product development process requires firms to exhibit a high degree of creativity
together with time responsiveness and flexibility in resource reconfiguration (Tran, 2010). Future
research can examine different contexts such as technologically-embedded or service-based
industries to ensure the generalizability of our theoretical propositions across contexts.
Successful product innovation may require several organizational dynamic capabilities, one
of which is synchronization of sourcing functions and activities. Our study illustrates the
importance of and the challenges associated with dynamic capability development and maturation.
It shows that learning is both a part of and an outcome of this process. The study also provides
insights into the content of learning (Bruns, 2013), how conflicts trigger learning, the stepwise
fashion of the maturation process, and where such learning may take place (e.g., in temporary or
stable organizational units, and under conditions of temporary or permanent proximity). By offering
such details on a particular learning content, the study shows that operational sourcing capabilities
develop, evolve into, and together form a DSC if they are integrated. These findings extend the
literature and reiterate the value-added of case study research to uncover these nuanced findings.
Further detailed, context-rich empirical analysis of real processes can improve our understanding of
this capability maturation process (Easterby-Smith et al., 2009; Langley et al., 2013).
The results illustrate the importance of organizational efforts focused on developing and
maturing dynamic capability. Infrastructure and internal processes matter, and operational sourcing
capabilities are not enough. Internal conflicts demand addressing and harmonizing the efforts of
different groups that interact with suppliers. Greater attention to these activities in future research is
needed, with a focus on capability diffusion as a potential step beyond maturation, for example.
The development of DSC progressed in three sequential stages, from which we offer
theoretical propositions extended to dynamic capability maturation. Capability development is not
linear, and future research should further document further stages of capability development and
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study when the processes associated with them might vary from one context to another. Future
empirical research would be useful in establishing the generalizability of the three phases of
capability development and maturation we identify and whether the sequence uncovered in our case
study holds in other cases or with other capabilities.
Our results encourage future research on three aspects of dynamic capability maturation: the
role of human agency, including the alignment of interests; the co-evolution of multi-level learning
processes across different learning arenas and organizational levels; and the development of
dynamic capabilities as a stepwise, conflict-riddled and aspiration-propelled maturation process.
Future empirical research should clarify how investments in increasing the maturity of dynamic
capabilities can yield returns regarding evolutionary fitness (Helfat et al., 2007).

7. Conclusion
Our study sheds light on a process of dynamic capability maturation, using the case of a dynamic
synchronization capability that was established to manage situations of competing dual innovation
strategies and address corresponding operational sourcing challenges. The study reveals the
multiple phases of capability evolution and maturation. It connects capability evolution to
organizational learning various processes, highlighting the double-edged nature of the conflicts
involved in capability maturation. These conflicts could induce recognition of new capabilities but
must be resolved to ensure effective institutionalization that enables continuous organizational
learning (Bingham et al., 2015) that leads to value creation (Barreto, 2010; Townsend & Busenitz,
2015), Our contributions take the form of a process model that details how this maturation process
develops and occurs, highlighting the role of socio (group interactions) and cognitive (perceptions
and interpretations) elements via an interactive multi-staged learning process, thereby adding to the
young but growing literature on the microfoundations of organizational capabilities (Helfat &
Peteraf, 2015; Nonaka et al., 2016; Schilke et al., 2017) We hope that our case-based findings set
the stage for large-scale empirical research on the maturation of dynamic capabilities.
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Table 1: Data sources
Number of
Interviewed
Informants
General Managing
Director 1
Assistant to
managing director1
Brand directors 2

Sale Managers of
each brand 2
Consultants 3

Working
units

10

Top
management
team
Top
management
team
Brand unit

Assisting General Managing
Director

3

General management of the
Brand: balancing activities
such as brand positioning,
sales targeting, shop opening,
PR, staff, and other general
issue within the brand
Sales Performance, Market
Development

7

Challenges and possibilities of
implementing different sourcing
coordination initiatives by top
management and its impact on the
performance of two brands.

2

Consulting the company in
restructuring project
Resources for production,
supplier management,
manufacturing process
monitoring, production
cost/productivity/delivery
management
Product selection for the stores

5

The performance of the individual brands
during the process of implementing
sourcing coordination
Development of sourcing guidelines;
Constellations of conflicting interest
Working of operational sourcing routines;
challenges of implementing sourcing
guidelines, and outcomes for brands

Managing and balancing
across different product ranges
in term of growth, price
points; store stock monitoring,
best-selling items, search
potential design for successful
products
Management of the entire
sourcing and production
activities of the company for
both brands.

5

Top
management
team
Consulting

Merchandisers 2

Brand unit

Product Managers 2

Brand unit

Director of Central
Production Office 1

Top
management

Archive data

3

Issues explored

General Management
Company Strategy Decision
making

Brand unit

Observation and
Participation

N3

Top
management
team

Team sourcing
managers 6
(for different
product lines)

Team sourcing
managers at central
production office 3

Job function

19

4

2

Problem discovery, motivation for change,
process of interaction, new initiatives
taken, lessons learned, organizational
design, outcomes
Problem discovery, process of interaction,
new initiatives taken, outcomes

Performance of two brands in delivery,
coherence of appearances, implications of
stock-outs, and delays
Sourcing routines
Scheduling of delivery
Evaluation of top management’s
initiatives.

The process of synchronizing when the
central production was set up.
Importance of direct communication and
observability of consequences

Coordination of design and
3
The new task implementation in
sourcing for brands.
synchronization of the two brands
Resources for production,
supplier management,
manufacturing process,
monitoring, production
cost/productivity/delivery
Workshops on sourcing excellence I ( April 2007)
Workshops on sourcing guideline II (June 2007)
Workshop on changing sourcing processes (March 2008)
Event to introduce the new Central Production Office (January 2009)
Monday top management meetings (3 times April –May 2007, 4 times August-Sept 2007, 3
times March-June 2008, January 2009 )
Company documents (5 year strategy documents)
Sourcing guideline and quality assurance handbook

N: Numbers of interviews (For some informants, we interviewed them several times)
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Sourcing implementation guideline (supplement)
Minutes of meetings and workshops
Company archived history and financial reports

Table 2: Comparison of business models
Competitive Strategy
Product innovation
Market alignment
Product categories
Pricing
Quality
Materials
Approach

InStyle (established
brand/product line)
Six collections a year
Main trend-based
Casual and daily
High to moderate
Moderate to high
Heavy and durable
Second-mover

NbyN (new brand/product line)
Twelve collections a year
Fashion trend forwarding
Dressy for parties and events
Moderate to high
Low to moderate
Light and disposable
First-mover

Table 3: Comparison of sourcing capabilities
Sourcing capabilities
Contracting style
Relationship type
Location selection
Hedging approach
Design to delivery
Key risk
Production volume
Style variety

InStyle
(established brand)
Trust-based
Long-term
Best quality/cost relation
Few suppliers
Long lead time
Markdown risk
High
Low

NbyN
(new brand)
Opportunistic
Short-term
Best speed/cost location
Many suppliers
Short lead time
Delivery risk
Low
High

Table 4: Excerpts from the guidelines developed by the taskforce
Sourcing capabilities

NbyN (new)

InStyle (established)

Contracting style

Opportunistic

Trust-based

Guideline
Relationship type
Guideline
Location selection

“We build trust relations serving mutual interest”
Short-term

“We seek long-term cooperation with suppliers”
Best speed/cost location

Guideline
Hedging approach
Guideline
Design to delivery
Guideline

Long-term

Best quality/cost location

“We source globally”
Many suppliers

Few suppliers

“We share risks and rewards with key partners’
Short lead time

Long lead time

“Our suppliers support fashion leadership”

Style variety

High

Low

Guideline

“Our suppliers are proactive creativity partners”
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Figure 1a: Data structure – Conflict triggers and resolutions in the process of capability maturation

Figure 1b: Data structure – The process of learning and capability maturation and its outcomes
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Figure 2: A process model of Dynamic Synchronization Capability maturation (DSC)

